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I.
Introduction

This book introduces a poetic form of the Supreme Alphabets. The Supreme Alphabets are the language of the Nation of Gods and Earths. The Nation of Gods and Earths are the distinguish 5% who perform their duties as Poor Righteous Teachers to enlighten the masses. We are the five percent of the planet that does not believe the lies designed to keep us blind, worshipping something we cannot see so that we can be mastered. We are the five percent that is wise and knows who god is, and teaches god is the Original Black Man. The Nation of Gods and Earths is part of the five percent nation, however, all of that five percent nation is not of the Nation of Gods and Earths. The Nation of Gods and Earths utilizes the Supreme Mathematics and Alphabets that were created by Allah (Clarence 13x) as their foundation and are the nation's language and dialect. Supreme Mathematics and Alphabets are languages spoken in silence by the sun, moon, and stars, and out loud by man, woman, and child. The Supreme Mathematics and Alphabets show and prove man's divinity, give historical and scientific facts and teach Islam as a culture and not a religion.

This body of work gives you the science of each 26 letters of the Supreme Alphabets and a poetic narration of them. The word "Universe" can translate to mean "one song", hence "uni" meaning "one" and "verse" meaning "song". So this is a poetic song of all things in existence.
A. Allah is the Supreme Being, the Asiatic man from Asia. God of the Universe, Lord of all the worlds from the highest to the lowest, the original man, the giver and taker of life, the foundation of all life, the father of reality and the knowledge of the sun. The following diagram shows the complete realm cipher of the Asiatic Man's body keeping everything pure, true and living; blanket of protection $5 \times 72^\circ = 360^\circ$

The power of God's wisdom shows forth his cipher.
A-arm = 72° L-leg = 72° L-leg = 72° A-arm = 72° H-head = 72°

From triple zero the foundation was laid
what seemed to be non-existence was always existence as everything was made
An emergence of mind so intelligent and black
Growth. Order. Direction with matter that is right and exact
Arm Leg Leg Arm Head is the supreme being of its choice
the word was spoken and mathematics was its conscious voice
the word To be supreme is to be most high
God is amongst us not a mystery in the sky

1.
B. Be or Born is the realm or state of being onto existence. Born is to be aware of everything because everything being that of the sun, moon, and stars; Man, Woman, and child; past, present, and future. Born is to be complete and to give birth to wisdom. Knowing that everything is real one must born his or her knowledge to show your wisdom to be or being real.

Conception is the growth order diction of a nation
A completeness of reality and national consciousness is the obligation
To bring forth knowledge is to born wisdom
sun, moon, and stars reflect the man woman and child prism
The thought of saying let it be
will born one's true identity
Birth of true mental and physical existence
acknowledges all that is the essence
C. See is to knowledge wisdom being born and gain a clear pecture which will be the understanding. To see is to be equipped with sight; both insight and eyesight; "C" is also the cream.

The picture is clear when the third eye appears
With no veil or no cover we see things clearly
One must see knowledge being born which leads to understanding
This is the picture of the mind
it gives direction to those who were once blind
With no more false knowledge or illusions
we can navigate through the wilderness and its pollution
Divine means knowledge and wisdom of being understood, showing its completion and manifesting a perfect state of existence equating the culture which is I God. Divine being things that are sacred.

Supremely right and greatest of one's culture the manifestation of one's power to put things in order Expelling the false knowledge that we are born in sin yet Gods show their divinity again and again The pureness of one's divinity keeps one refined knowledge, wisdom, and understanding shows forth the power of the mind
E. Equality is to be equal with all society and nations of the earth, showing and proving with the power of equality that we are fathers of civilization, also to be equal with all nations with the science of education. Equality is the woman.

Wisdom find its resting place within the womb
The blackwoman shows forth her equality as a culture bearer
With all nations dealing in science equally
Math shows her capabilities mentally
Wisdom is two while culture ifs four
so we can cee equality being born
Father is power build, the father of the Gods and Earths, Father Allah or as the muslims called him Clarence 13x Smith. Father to born babies, all praise to Father allah the original man.

Father is the supreme foundation
one who is qualified to give birth to an entire nation
To father with knowledge and wisdom to born understanding
The sun radiates the earth
all proclaim witness to the stars birth
Father and mother equally share responsibility as they share six
Mind and matter brings things to exist
God is being himself at all times, by knowing his equality as God dealing equally with the knowledge known to Allah, Supreme Being, Man is Allah and this is/self and IMVH. I is self, self is the true reality son oif man GOD. I.Him.God.Victory.Her

Good.Orderly.Direction leads to a supreme manifestation
In man exist seven elements of creation
you be God who rules wise and just with no misdirection
Supreme means most high being means to exist
nothing is more supreme then the Black Man's consciousness
God is every original nam on planet earth
so it rings truly the earth is our turf
H.

He or Her is the man or woman who has knowledge of self and is building a strong foundation. He the true and living God; she who is the Earth, the universe, the woman planet, to bring about Gods and Earths and teach them at birth. He or Her without the knowledge of self neither builds nor destroy, but takes many lives.

He who is knowledge and Her who is wisdom
which is secondary but so much necessary
Without Him there is no Her and wwwww without her there is no him
He who is the mind Her who is the matter
the universal order that brings all together
The Gods and Earths of the nation
freedom, justice and equality is a standard proclamation
I. Islam is self and self of man is God. Woman is Earth and also life when advocated for the same cause, to be reborn into the knowledge of self ISLAM as I God.

I.Stimulate.Life.And.Mathewr
I.Study.LifeAround.Me
I.Surely.LoveAllah's.Mathematics
I.Study.Lessons.And.Math
I.S.L.A.M

As a way of life and not a religion
God is real and not a superstition
With no birth record, older than the sun moon and stars
Every 25,000 years there is a new birth of the Quran
Justice is the star, meaning your reward, regardless if its one of happiness or sorrow. These are rewards and/or penalties. Also, knowledge added to the cipher. Reward just-i-c-equality with which I have been blessed. Penalty just-ice; to be frozen at 32°.

Knowledge added to the cipher as your degrees become higher and higher
Just as one, one mind one nation
your own reward or penalty depending on your actions
this is true mathematics in practice
32° is where you don't won't to be
in a state of frozen due to your penalties
King; God is the king of kings meaning that God is the only king there is. Ruler of a kingdom, the equivalent of God himself, father and H. The king rules because he is wise and just. One who knows theledge of his knowledge for his word li life, in the beginingwa was the word and the word is God Allah.

To be king there is no in between
One must rule over himself first
Desires, wants, and weakness must be conquered
then the title king will fit you proper
The king makes wise decisions as like the game of chess
every move is calculated to prortect thege rest
Love Hell or Right; Love is the emotion that God blessed the woman with. Many men and woman posses this motion and to those who have failed to cope with it, it has proven to be a handicap. Love to those who have gotten over this burden realize that love is understanding and not two separate qualities. Understanding brings on love or hate brings on understanding. Hatred can be caused by what you understand or don't understand. Those who have realized the truth of love have proven that he is a Lord. Lord is equivalent of God, Father, King, He and therby abides paradise (heaven). Hell is the home of the ignorant, those who lack knowledge of himself. God shows by manifesting the knowledge of himself through wisdom which reveals the hell one must go through in order to be right. Knowledge the wisdom to bring forth love (understanding).

Love hell or be right is every person's plight
I'll go through hell to be right
I'll love what's right to escape hell
Know the ledge so one doesn't fall in the pit of hell
understand your knowledge so one can love thy self
Master is one who possesses knowledge, wisdom, and understanding 360° the equivalent of Lord, King, He, Father: God that is I! Also, one who knows the ledge of his understanding enabling him to manifest the culture which is I-God; to knowledge understanding.

Knowledge, wisdom, and understanding in a complete cipher one's life is a Quran and masters are the intelligent godly writers

Six plus Seven equals God

10,000 hours constitutes a master on his job

The entire circumference in his cipher he has mastered Lord, King, Father, God are the qualities he has captured
Now, Nation End: now is the time to get knowledge of self or end in a pit of ignorance. Nation- the United Asiatic people; dark and light. The pale person is in a race with time now to avoid the wrath of the Asiatic Nation (God). Knowing the culture to show the truth.

Now is the time to come together as a nation watch our potential take place and see its fruition. End is the expired state of the devil's civilization his destructive nature shows many complications
Now assert your right as God
Gain knowledge of self to end your ignorance
To hold us back it takes a Nation
We don't sit idly by hoping and being patient
A nation of Gods and Earths the five percent who does Godly works
Ciphers are people, places and or beings, a circle that consist of
360 degrees or a cycle of life. C-I-Power-Her; Her-power-I-C.

With no beginning or end
a cipher is the mirror image of the blackman
His culture is 120 degrees knowledge 120 degrees wisdom 120° understanding
Add a cipher to any number it becomes cyclical
Some numbers built on higher degrees
You see it in nature as fractals
Power is strength, energy, magnetism. Truth is the ultimate power
star or child knowing that knowledge is power, therefore equality itself
is power.

Power is truth of the knowledge
it becomes refined and is solid
The strength which is the blackman physically and mentally posses is power
for God is true and assertive and not a coward
Through power comes refinement
its the ability to overcome trick knowledge
Power is the truth one uses to resurrect the mentally dead
from a state of unawareness
Gods obligation for those amongst us
Queen is the woman factor of life known as substances. She becomes the Queen after she is given the knowledge of God. This is savior equality unknown (sexually) transmitted equality wisdom brings about build or destroy.

Queen is a female companion or counterpart to the king equality and wisdom is what she brings.
She acknowledges that the original man is God
she's a reflection of his knowledge when he's on his job
Queens bring substance to direction and thoughts
she holds herself refinely home and abroad.
Rule (right, ruler) is a guide which God, the Asiatic man uses to keeping everything right and exact. Righteous are the Asiatic people according to nature. Right is the proper nature of things and people Ruler is one who leads a king and or queen when the king is not physically present.

Rule is something you go by or go along with its direction thats lead by wise and just To rule is the nature of the blackman so to rule means to be a ruler A guider who keeps things right and exact rulers deal in truth and facts things that add up like numbers in math Righteous is the nature of the Asiatic lack of knowledge becomes problematic
Savior (self) is the one possessing the power of God Allah and uses it to resurrect the people after first saving self. One that save all who want to be saved and add on to self. self is the reality of one, be it man or woman.

I am self, savior is to save yourself from a state of mental ignorance and lies before trying to save someone else. Messiah is Allah as there is no higher. We are all messiahs who possess the power
Truth or square- Truth is understanding reality of wisdom. Allah shows his powers and proves his powers, and presents the truth regardless of what angles of a square, ninety degrees to each angle (4x90)=360. The square is a multiple of four and the cube is six.

Truth is Islam; the living of Allah's mathematics it brings understanding to those without it
Truth is a square sharp on all four corners it could be stood on as a foundation
Square is 360° which shows life to be complete
It's the four corners of the earth which will be inherited by the meek
U.

Universe is the home of the solar system. The universe owns and belongs to all Asiatic men and woman. U-you and I verse. You is pertaining to the woman when dealing completing the home (child). You also mean self, king, savior, queen, her woman.

Uni is one and verse is song

to all original people is to who it belongs

Sun, moon, and star exist in the universe that streches far

the melanin within brings everything dark

A consistent state of mind and matter

you are the producer and not the latter

We bring about a more glorious and higher elevation of understanding

You be me I be you and together we are Allah

This puts U-N-I-Verse all negativity
V. Victory is to obtain the knowledge, wisdom and understanding, a man that is blind deaf and dumb has to take the great seal of victory to win.

The Universal Flag holds one may lack
Its the seal of victory a reward to the poor righteous teachers
an enlightened teacher but not a preacher
Victory is to hold when the honor of winning when the land is returned
The devil will be taken of the planet and only the Gods will remain
Wisdom is wise words spoken by a wise man. This is power, when Allah speaks it's called wisdom, for when he speaks, it's like an ocean that would never go dry. Wisdom is the bridge to knowledge and understanding. Wisdom is the woman.

Wisdom is like water for it is forever flowing it is spoken by Allah who is all knowing
Water is adaptable it takes many forms and shapes
Wise decisions and good directions is what it makes
The substance of Earthly life is matter
God's wisdom shows and proves that the wisdom or black woman is like water she is swift and changable in her ways and actions
X. Unknown is the identity of self, woman, man, and God because they are not wise to their culture. X in genetics is the female factor or chromosome (RNA and DNA).

Unknown is without meaning
those who are blind can't see the beginning
The five percent are unknown to the blind deaf and dumb
the 85% not know from where they come
Unknown to the 85% is their true self
they believe the facts that the devil dealt
Unknown is the truth that they are Gods and Queens of Earth
in their ignorance they are led further

24.
Y.

Why is the question most ask to justify.
Why does he like the devil? Why does the devil call our people
African? Why are there so many people still dead?? This is because
of there own doing not accepting the truth. In genetics the male
factor or chromosome is Y.

why are we told to wait for the pie in the sky?
Why did God create the devil?
If we were made in his image why they don't call us by our names?
Why is the blackman God?
Why did we civilize the devil??
Why are we the owners makers of planet Earth
father of civilization God of the universe?
Zig, Zag, Zig meaning knowledge and understanding are alike and zag is unalike what? SELF!

Zig Zag Zig is one and the same

to act un-alike is the biggest shame

Knowledge, wisdom, understanding sun moon star the black woman and child

The Universe at the same till all while it continues to stretch far